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ABSTRACT

The paper deals with the development of micro-computer software for Nuclear Sa-
fety System.More specifically, it describes an experimental work in the field
of software development methodologies to be used for the implementation of micro-
computer based safety systems.
An investigation of technological improvements that are provided by state-of-
art integrated packages for micro-based systems development has been carried out.
The work has aimed to asses a suitable automated tools enviroment for the whole
software life-cycle.
The main safety functions, as DNBR, KW/FT, of a nuclear power reactor have been
implemented in a host-target approach.
A prototype test-bed microsystem has been implemented to run the safety functions
in order to derive a concrete evaluations on the feasibility of critical software
according to new technological trends of "Software Factories".

1. Introduction

This short paper deals with the results of an experimental work in the field of
the microcomputer software development for safety systems.
The main has been the investigation of the suitability and efficiency of a modern
Programming Support Enviroment in a reliable implementation of a Class IE safety
functions, with particular concern for the consistency of the recent software
technologies with the recommendations and guidelines presently being drawn up by
the IEC and by EWICS.
In order to give a pratical evaluation of benefits and drawbacks of the intended
approach and derive new suggestions about the tools used in our experience, the
task of a complete implementation has been worked-out. This consisted in building
a software test-bed of a more complex reactor protection functions such as DNBR
and KW/FT, that could run on a 16-bits microcomputer system.
An iSBC 86/12 A with mathematical coprocessor was chosen as hardware target:
it is clear, however, that this prototype has been used only to meet the objectives
of our research and, obviously, should not be considered as a realistic plant
implementation.

2. Some software development issues

Our need of experimenting with "software factories" and integrated development
support packages in the area of safety-related software arose from the perception
that continuous technological improvements in software engineering and microcomputer
systems development could significantly help to solve old problems in safety
systems construction but might also cause the appearance of new ones, from the
point of view of formal development conditions, obeying the strict recommendations
for the nuclear field.
Current Industrial Programming Support Environments (PSE) generally meet satisfac-
torily the principles of a good quality development phase but don't address
explicitily throughly techniques and methods to ensure the whole testability and
verifiability of the software beinq produced.
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This lack of integrated testing tools should be avoided in next generations of
PSEs, in order they may provide a complete environment for embedded systems
development in critical domains.
This report, however, does not deal with the verification techniques in these
environments but is focused mainly on those features that seem to improve soft-
ware productivity and quality in the system design and programming.
There has been a particular interest in three main areas:

~ High__.level of life-cycle automation..

Our objective was to verify the feasibility of a formal software development
plan in an automated project control enviroment and to find out whether tools
such as source-code systems, database handlers, intercommunication facilities
among programmers, etc., could obscure the necessary verification steps and
critical reviews during the integrated design, coding, testing stages; i.e
if new facilities for software configuration control and project management could
really take into account the constraints of an associated Verification Plan.

- Safe design and structured gro2ramming_for_cgncurrent_sgftwar§.

The problem was to verify whether extended high order languages for embedded
systems allow a structured concurrent programming and,above all, provide some
degree of verification for interprocess communication mechanisms and scheduling
strategies.
The Applicability of a concurrent or pseudo-concurrent software architecture in
safety related systems is in fact a critical issue.

- Real_time checkout of microcomguter_software

In a classical host-target approach to the embedded systems implementation a
large effort must be done to ensure the software correctness.on the final target
hardware and to meet the proper timing requirements. Our investigation has aimed
at clarifying the techniques that should be used, both on host and on prototype
system, to improve these critical aspects even in early stages of software develop_
ment, i.e, before that integration phase starts.
The target software checkout, even without in-circuit-emulation, should be consi-
dered a valuable tool in PSE for embedded systems, but techniques on wich it relies
raise many problems for a clear and safe verification of the integrated system
according to the current standards for safety systems construction.

A promise of tackling and solving these problems, among a lot of other ones, comes
from PSE built around the ADA language and from a few "software factories" under
Unix evolving towards embedded systems implementations.

Our choice of a PSE has been more pragmatic and quick, because of the schedule
constraints of the research; we have adopted an available state-of-the-art PSE
built around an extended Pascal language: Perspective, developped by Systems
Designers, that rappresents even a more flexible and advanced environment than
MASCOT development machines, that certainly inspired its philosophy. The MASCOT
methodology was the primacy source of the main concepts and of the architectual
features of this integrated package. Perspective runs on DEC VAX 11 hosts and
generates code for different 16-bits microcomputer systems.

A description of its characteristics will be given in the following discussion
of the above mentioned topics.

3. Integrated Development Support

Like as many other PSE, Perspective does not support any automatic analysis and '
handling of the Functional Software Requirements with the purpose of producing
an initial linguistic and formal representation of the input goals to the successive j
design phase. Some tools, by wich that may be partially assured, exist but they >
are separated, until now, from Perspective and compel to assume a well definite (
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formal expression of the system requirements specification (CORE tools and methods,
also developped by Systems Designers).

The first representation of the system concepts that feeds the Perspective's acti-
vies chain is already at the level of system design.
The architectural design can be expressed directly in proper linguistic units
that belong to the same extended Pascal development language; processes, modules,
interfaces are the elementary syntactic items in which subsystems and systems can
be decomposed and specifyed. The subsystems are further syntactic items and
mayor components of the Perspective "system" being constructed and may be nested,
allowing for a structured design and coding of large software systems.
All components specifications, relatively separate from their own code bodies,
are then "installed" in a project database where their pertinent code be refined
during the whole cycle, whose history is permanently recorded.

At each step of development the consistency of the structural relationship bet-
ween the various declarations will be checked automatically by tools devoted to
the installation verification.
To lay down in the database the system structure there are also some external
graphical hints that help to define with diagrams the interactions between active
and passive components, in a very similar way to the MASCOT approach.

More important features consist in good configuration control facilities over
the project database, as each member of the team can work in his own "domain"
where he has to achieve the assigned production task for an autonomous portion
or subsystem of the entire software, with a controlled visibility or only a par-
ticular database section.

The command language that manages the host interactive Perspective session
allows that different user domains may exchange and share information about
the project life in a disciplined way.
The access rights to change the software are strickly limited to the original
domains, so that any modification in design and code must be cleary authorized
by the Development Team responsible.

A typical choice that we have followed is to devolve some domains of the data-
base to the verification activities:
the design and the code to be analyzed with proper techniques is transferred
in the verification domains only after the "publishing" of the items in the
original user domains.
Publishing means to stabilize the software from the development point of view
and let other users acquire and use it in parallel domains.
In this way as long as development goes on the Verification Team can do its
work independently and find out whether a software modification request is
necessary and has to be consequently trasmitted to the Development Team.

This kind of team organization is a valuable feature of the environment that
effectively provide useful management facilities, but the proper intercommuni-
cation discipline between verification and development domains must be esta-
blished externally in the Verification Plan, because the procedural aspects of
these control mechanisms don't enforce any particular rules.
The mayor problem we have experimented, from the testing and debugging point of
view,derives from the use of a strong modularization of the development pro-
cess in the Perspective database.
Since all the Pascal code of the various subsystems/domains can be dynamically
debugged at a very high level (source-level) by the Perspective checkout facili_
ties only within an executable "system", that is the only runnable item, the
partial testing of subsystems before the completion of all system programming
requires to perform the technique of "stubs", in that temporary and fittitions
"systems" shall encompass the software items to be checked. After testing the
"stubs" will obviously be discarded.
If a large programming effort must be done on an multi-user development system ,
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with different schedules for independently developped parts of the final software,
a parallel testing strategy of this sort is mandatory.
In Perspective environment, however the use of "stubs" systems may originate
some problems about the testing stabilicy and consistency. What can happen is
that the tested and debugged subsystem behaviour shows anomalies in the final
integration, because of the different and complete environment around it at the
end of the development.
Thus the Check-out of the various components in a reliable implementation of
safety systems must be carried out and repeated many times even before the inte_
gration phase. This problem shows that advantages, of a fast development in in-
dustrial applications are not really applicable in the nuclear context, where
we guess that spead and efficiency of the programming work are certainly not
primary goals.
The testing repeatibility and stability is instead a significant concern for
safety systems developpers.

4. Concurrent programming

In the field of safety systems a concurrent architecture is generally regarded
with strong suspects bacause of its intrinsic nondeterminism and complexity.
Moreover the multitasking and multiprocessing features of both monoprocessor
and multiprocessor systems often rely on interrupts-driven real time executives,
which implement the necessary scheduling strategies and interprocess communica-
tion machanism in terms of low-level primitives.

This issue raises the question of a very difficult, and often impossible, verify
cation of an application software that can be interrupted in an asynchronons
way at every point of its own control sequence. Therefore interrupts generally
should be avoided, even if they appear of great efficiency in design phase.
We guess that even the most powerful concurrent languages show the same problems:
indeed their run time supports together with related scheduling kernels need
to be verified. In truly distributed systems this need is even higher of hard-
ware or microcode support of arbitration schemes and interprocessor communica-
tion, completely hidden to the Development Team.

However some decisions may be taken about a non-preemptive scheduling policy,
that prevents a risky reliance on interrupts and firmware based mechanisms for
multi-process coordination and can ensure a correct and safe parallel processing
in well defined forms, althoug this choice determines a loss of real time effi-
ciency.

Experimentally we have chosen this approach in our work, building a pseudo-con-
current Perspective system on a single processor, in order to investigate both
the feasibility of a structured concurrent programming in our PSE and the verifia_
bility of a cooperative (non-preemptive) scheduling strategy in safety related
programs.
To do that we explicitly decided of superimposing a parallel process architecture
to the safety functions programs against any realistic expectance for the plant
implementation.

Before explaning our results we have shortly to describe the foundamental program_
ming techniques employed in Perspective.

The single thread of execution, or fundamental unit of concurrency, is the"process"
wich can be separately compiled and installed in the project database. Process
can only communicate and synchronize each other over the interfaces, that are
simply encapsulated specifications of global data and of well defined access pro-
cedures to handle those data. The code body of access procedures is implemented
within an other syntatic Perspective unit, the "module". A module implements on
interface and can use other external interfaces in its access procedures.
All the code of these componenets is standard Pascal, apart from slight syntactic
differences in some keywords and in their headings: the heading of a module is
very similar to the classical Pascal function heading and the process resembles

3T?
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the procedure model, with formal parameters lists consting of the used interfaces
identifiers.
A process that owns a particular interface can access its data and use the asso-
ciated access procedures: it is only necessary to declare the interface as a
parameter in the formal parameter list of the process heading.
Subsystems and systems put together the elementary components in functional
packages, specifying interactions between interfaces, modules and processes that
are instantiated in their declarations sets.
A subsystem can also make use of externally implemented interfaces in the same
way as modules and processes and may also be an alternative way to the interface
implementation.
As a module cannot contain processes a subsystem that implements an interface is
a way to supply some degree of concurrency to the module activities.

These rich constructional facilities are augmented by a simple set of high-level
parallel processing procedures and functions that can be used as primitives in
Pascal programming and reside on the run-time supports libraries of the Perspec-
tive language. They are:

procedure switch-process (pid: process-identity);
procedure reset-process (pid: process-identity);
function next-process: process-identity;
function priority-of-process (pid: process-identity): process-priority;
procedure on-termination (pid: process-identity);
procedure terminate-process;
function current-process: process-identity;
function preempt-process (pid: process-identity): process-identity;

and some other interrupt handling primitives:

procedure connect (pid: process-identity; i: interrupt);
function disconnect (i: interrupt): process-identity;
procedure end-interrupt;
procedure enable-interrupts;
procedure disable-interrupts.

There are facilities to initialise and identify the whole set of process found
in systems/subsystems declarations, to handle termination of processes and their
priorities, to connect and disconnect at a very high level Pascal processes to
the system interrupts as they are normal service routines and so on. But we have
focused our attention on the "switch-process" and "preempt" primitives that work
on the built in predefined "process-identity" types , acknowledged at system
initialization.
The procedure "switch-process" causes the current process suspension and its sub-
stitution with the explicitly invoked process in the actual parameter, at the
calling point; "preempt" is instead linked to some other interrupt process that
calls this function to stop the running process, acknowledge its identity and
schedule the process whose name is passed as actual parameter.
In both cases the particular queues discipline and process synchronization must
be programmed in a user supplied module tht really takes into account tihe sche-
duling policies for the specific application.

An interface "scheduler" with related access procedures in a "kernel" module, vi-
sible at every subsystem level, must be provided using the minimal concurrent
processing support available in Perspective language.
In this way data structures and procedural details of the scheduler module are
hidden to higher levels, where is only necessary to employ access procedures of
the underlying level to ensure a correct process intercommunication. The advantage
is that the scheduler module can be widely tested and verified; furthermore
Perspective provides the source-code of the environmental concurrent processing
support, which could easily again be verified, at last for a particular target
machine.
Our choice has been obviously based on a scheduler written in terms of only

379
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"switch-process" primitives so that a cooperative and deterministic scheduling
policy could avoid any interrupt handling.

Some particular events occurring in intercommunication data areas within the
whole application can orderly trigger and suspend the different component processes.

It should be noticed that Perspective approach makes a clear choice in direction
of a "shared variables" implementation of concurrency, instead of adopting a
"message-passing" philosophy more suitable for distributed and decentralized systems,

5. Target microcomputer checkout

Perspective Pascal allows the user to declare the hardware configuration (local
or shared memory, the processor type, the physical addresses, RAM or ROM slots
etc.) and the basic software ei./ironment to be loaded on the target system with
the final application programs. The basic environment can be tailored according
to the proper user requirements.
It is possible to discord some useless run time supports if not necessary, also
to avoid excessive target memory loading.
The standard environment package must support the target executive, the target
debugger and the loader, in order that are possible the software download from
the host towards the prototype, the target checkout and the minimal parallel
processing facilities already mentioned.
The checkout of the application software should be done extensively on the same
VAX host to minimize residual errors to be investigated on the final target hard_
ware. This kind of debugging certainly can improve the testing process, because
some problems are easily found out in a more clear and simple situation on the
host computer. Moreover hardware or basic software anomalies can be quickly
identified and confined in contrast with previous correct behaviours on the host
environment, in wich any Perspective system may run with all intended run time
supports. So the VAX host seems a complete and efficient test-bed of the target
software being developped.

But the more interesting tool is the target debugger that performs a powerful
on-line checkout on the down loaded software. The interactive target checkout
session on the host terminal allows for setting/clearing breakpoints, examining
all data variables and control flow at the breakpoints and in stepping mode,
logging of results, etc.. All these activities are carried out in terms of Pascal
statements and data structures, i.e. at the source level.
However, these interactive test aids have some drawbacks in our experience: the
target debugger should be removed in the integration phase, so changing at the
end of development the software/hardware interfaces existing throughout target
testing.
This is yet another instability in life-cycle, that cannot be withdrawn in the
integration phase, at least from our point of view.
Thus the lack of real-time emulators integrated with other Perspective tools has
shown the persistent weakness of PSE in assisting some life-cycle phases.
Naturally in other less critical applications the target chackout, without strict
constraints about the integration procedures, can be considered a valuable tool
to achieve quickly good performance in microcomputer systems implementations.
Our suggestion is that a real-time emulator, possibly at high should be incorpo-
rated in PSE to help efficiently the integration phase.

6. Remarks' and Conclusions

During the whole life-cycle of our particular project, that would have followed
the current recommendations for safety systems implementation, we have experi-
mented these major anomalies and insufficiences:

- A normally difficult translation of the accepted Software Functional Require-
ments in the preliminary design document, because of not existent automated aids
in writing system requirement specifications, that have been made in formal prose.
Perspective, like as many other PSE, still shows a critical weakness in this
phase of the project life.
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- A strong need cf reliability in the basic software environment and in scheduling
procedures has compelled us to give precedence to the scheduling kernel coding
and testing before the assessment of the Software Performance Specification.
We think that a good architectural designer of (pseudo)-concurrent systems should
rely on safe and proved kernels, because they are critical components in the
overall structure.
When this component has to be written by the end user, it should also be verified
before its adoption in critical applications and then well tested, at last in
skeleton test-frames, in order to avoid too frequent critical reviews, affecting
the basic software in the successive stages of application software development.

- The V&V Plan has been performed in a disciplined way, but we have experimented
some problems in carrying out the "stubs" technique in testing, because of a
strong modularization of the software being developped, that perhaps has been
caused from an excessive decomposition of the programming tasks in many domains
of the project database. The problem has been a larger effort than expected and
testing management.

- The use of a debug monitor to perform target software checkout in dynanäc
testing has not shown all the benefits expected in the final integration phase,
because it must be removed from the final hardware at the end of development.
This problem has affected also the efficiency of testing: we guess that this
kind of tools should be used with strong attention for their applicability in
critical applications. We strongly suggest the adoption of integrated and
flexible real-time emulators in embedded systems software factories.

As conclusion we hope that experience gained during our experimental develop-
ment work within a PSE may inspire and provide some guidance in successive true
implementations projects of safety systems, indipendently of the particular
empliyed tool set. We guess that there will be more and more, as software tecno_
logics advance, strong similarities with Perspective's solutions in the field
of embedded systems development, although much work has still to be done around
a precise methodology for large complex distributed and concurrent systems to
asses the requisites of a reliable high language, a standard operating system

kernel for single or multiprocessor architectures and of related V&V techniques.

Some rules seem to emerge, also from the safety point of view:

- A user controlled discipline of interprocess communication in parallel proces-
sing should be available in PSE, so that any choice in basic software would be
visible and testable from the start of design to the end of integration stage,
allowing also for major flexibility in critical projects.

- The tools that assure these qualities must follow the principles of a strong
modularization (Ada "packages" or "interface/modules" concepts in Perspective),
so that well proven components can be reused without repeating each time the
design and verification effort in several projects. This need of "module"
engineering strongly helps also the V&V activities. All that requires a choice
of structured and stable PSE in organizations dealing with safety related soft-
ware.

- The increasing number of microcomputer based systems in applications important
for safety requires that the host-based development, testing and verification
environments can support in a safe and portable way different target machines.

Although we have experimented some problems with existing PSE, they certainly
are evolving towards more reliable performances and above mentioned and valuable
objectives. This progress should perhaps even affect the contents of the current
guidelines and standards for safety systems implementation.


